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Designers and developers of pervasive technologies have started to address privacy
concerns. However, little work has been done to address the numerous safety
concerns for speciﬁc social and population groups that fall outside conventional
threat modeling based on network-based adversaries. If researchers, engineers, and
designers are conscious about concerns for privacy, they must also be considerate
of the safety of users of their systems. By using feminist and justice-orientated
lenses to technology creation and testing, we present the concept of safety as a
challenge and a hopeful aspiration for pervasive computing. We present a feminist
vision for the future of pervasive technologies that engages with issues of
technology-mediated harms to mitigate or aim to eradicate them entirely. By
examining two concrete concepts of trust and abusability that will assist on this
aspirational journey, we highlight ways to build safer technologies that are
grounded in justice and safety for all.

S

afety is a basic human need. For our basic
rights to be met, we must be able to live in environments free of intolerable risk that is free
from violence and the threat of harms, be this selfdirected, interpersonal, or collective.14 A safe digital
technology or system, therefore, should work to
ensure freedom from the dangers that are posed to its
users. While rarely intended from the perspective of
well-meaning designers and developers, some technologies generate different experiences of safety for
different user groups. Although anyone can be vulnerable and subject to violence, some groups or individuals may face more adversity and vulnerability than
others, threatening their wellbeing, their right to selfdetermination, and ability live a life free of coercion.
Consider individuals who must perform “safety work”;
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mental and physical labor that is used to keep oneself
safe, such as determining how to act in a social situation that may vary on the context, person, and time.6
With this article, we address these complexities and
present the need for a paradigm shift in security
research, one that begins to focus on peoples' safety
holistically, which builds on current debates in security
and privacy (see e.g.., Kaur et al.11). We demonstrate
that the state or process of being safe is highly contextual and subject to many ethical and political dimensions. We seek to encourage critical questions around
whose safety is prioritized, how this is achieved, and
what means a group has to appeal to greater inclusion
in this conversation. We suggest a paradigm shift is
needed; from a focus on security to safety in pervasive
computing, which is necessary to meaningfully and
proactively protect people who use technologies in our
complex world. To bolster our calls for this shift in
focus, we ﬁrst introduce literature on two types of
harm that pervasive technology can cause, before
decontextualizing our examples in postdigital ecologies, and proposing the concepts of trust and
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abusability as routes to developing safer technologies.
We base our argument on extensive collaborative work
with safety advocates, marginalized communities, survivors of technology-enabled abuse, and perpetrators
of harm over multiple years. These interests converged
into a series of two research engagements with safety
experts across academia, industry, and the third-sector
in the summer of 2021.

Shifting the Paradigm: From Security to
Safety
Although often used interchangeably, there is a distinct difference between safety and security. Security
is deﬁned as the protection from deliberate threats
(such as an adversary) while safety as the condition of
being protected from situations that are likely to
cause harm (such as toxic workplace environments).
Working toward improved security for individuals may
be noble, be this regarding a person’s data, property,
or identity, but it does not guarantee safety as deftly
highlighted by Our Data Bodies.a Put another way,
securing known harms may not produce the protection necessary to keep a person safe from bodily, emotional, and psychological harm. We demonstrate this
by exploring two examples where the tension between
security and safety surface for technology users:
1) the deliberate misuse of technologies to cause
harm or “tech abuse”; and 2) use of technologies that
causes harm to speciﬁc communities as the (un)
intended consequences of harmful policy, design, or
development practices.
Given the complicated nature of technologyenabled abuse and harm, we argue that traditional
approaches to security may not be best equipped to
resolve these challenges. Importantly, like all forms of
abuse, technology-enabled abuse disproportionately
affects those whose identities are marginalized, made
vulnerable, or criminalized due to societal structures
of oppression. By structures, the arrangement and
relationships between complex social systems, we
refer to racism, sexism, ableism, heterosexism, and
classism; or as bell hooks9 writes: “the capitalist imperialist white supremacist patriarchy.” To combat these
structures, we must center people’s physical, emotional, and ﬁnancial wellbeing as we move toward a
postdigital world. To do so, it is imperative we adopt
different ways of looking at the same issue for

a

A four-person team working on projects related to how digital information from marginalised communities is collected,
stored, and shared by government and corporations in the
United States of America. htt_ps://www.odbproject.org/2019/
01/18/safety-vs-security-are-you-safe-or-are-you-secure/
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different communities. Through critical feminist and
justice-orientated lenses, we can start from the margins (i.e., by focusing on people made marginal by discrimination or oppression) and take into consideration
the unique needs of these communities, making technologies safer for them, and everyone else. Changes
to systems to improve accessibility for instance have
improved the usability for all users, or even completely
changed the use of systems entirely.7 Feminist security provides us the opportunity to build holistic pictures of understanding our realities that may not be
represented solely in technical requirements. It
attempts to accomplish a shift in focus to how social
relationships (as opposed to external hackers or fraudsters) can be sources of (in)security, and how technology use can inform our understanding of how we
relate to others.10 Taking this feminist approach to
focus on safety over security teaches us that technical solutions are only part of the answer for building
safer environments for vulnerable groups. Instead, if
we examine security in more complicated ways
(shaped by our interpersonal relationships, our community experience, and our world), we might start to
map and understand technology as one part of a postdigital ecology, a term we go into depth in later sections. Ultimately, looking toward safety is a shift from
focusing on frequently static entities that require
securing toward systems, assets, or ecologies that
include or focus on peoples' states of wellbeing.

HARMS OF PERVASIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
To illustrate our argument, we introduce two complementary topical examples of technology-enabled
harm: technology-enabled abuse in the context of intimate partner violence, and harm caused by algorithmic decision-making processes. Our ﬁrst case points
directly to deliberate harm experienced at an interpersonal level, while our second case covers an institutionalized use of technology in the name of efﬁciency
that may deeply engrain existing inequalities. While
we scrutinize these examples in depth, the issue of
safety applies to all pervasive technologies and has
multiple additional axes of unsafety for people beyond
these two cases.

Technology-Enabled Abuse
Intimate partner violence or domestic abuse, refers to
behavior used to harass, threaten, intimidate, scare, or
otherwise harm someone in a current or former intimate relationship. Despite often being treated as an
edge case for developers, in the United Kingdom more
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than one in three women and one in ﬁve men will be
subject to it in their lifetime.4 This is in accordance
with global estimates that one in three women have
experienced physical and/or sexual violence by an intimate partner, and an estimated 38% of femicide committed by former or current intimate partners.b
There is a wealth of evidence that demonstrates digital technologies increasingly play a signiﬁcant role in
the harms experienced by victim-survivors: for example,
abusers are leveraging the location-tracking capabilities
of digital devices for stalking their partners and/or children, using named or anonymous accounts for online
harassment, and threatening to disclose private information, such as HIV status or sexual identity.5 Such
actions are made possible through the existence of
dual-use systems—software that has a legitimate purpose but can be used abusively; such as mapping tools.
All of these instances manifest from behaviors that
seek to inﬂuence the behavior of the person(s) on the
receiving end of such attacks. Commonly, experiencing
these can make someone feel helpless, isolated, scared,
and confused due to the pervasive role of technology in
modern life. Importantly, focusing only on resolving the
security threats inherent to technology-facilitated
abuse may not be effective in ensuring that the victimsurvivor feels safe to live their life freely.
In recent years, researchers have explored how
interventions can be designed and evaluated that
respond to such harms holistically, such as the Technology-Enabled Coercive Control Clinicc or the Clinic
to End Tech Abuse.d Such interventions are time
intensive with considerably more initiatives required
to meet the demands of technology-facilitated abuse
that is set to increase with the further integration of
digital systems, particularly pervasive technologies,
with the human experience. How we respond to harm
perpetrated through digital systems is vital for further
investigation. This should include reﬂections on the
role researchers, designers, and developers could play
in mitigating or preventing digital risks and harms.

Algorithmic Harms
Algorithms are a sequence of instructions that take one
set of inputs to produce a set of outputs—they are cornerstones of digital and computing infrastructures, including pervasive computing. When used to solve complex
statistical problems at scale, sometimes they are referred

b
htt_ps://www.who.int/news/item/09-03-2021-devastatinglypervasive-1-in-3-women-globally-experience-violence
c
htt_ps://newbegin.org/ﬁnd-help/staying-safe/technologysafety/
d
htt_ps://www.ceta.tech.cornell.edu/
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to as machine learning. However, algorithmic decisionmaking consistently produces negative outcomes for
marginalized groups due to incorrect assumptions or
inferences regarding data gaps, and hard coded biases
about speciﬁc populations. As many algorithms are built
into proprietary software a black box effect is produced
where accountability for bad or even unsafe decisionmaking is masked and the resource for challenging this is
either challenging or implausible.
While making decisions on others’ behalf is far from
novel, the scale and ubiquity that algorithms now operate
at generate novel dangers and risks; amplifying the intensity and capacity for harm. Digital harms thrive in areas
that are hard to measure and combat, so introducing a
decision-making system that is opaque can work in antithetical ways to ensuring safety for marginalized groups.
This is a complex area of study, so we offer this discrete
area of focus: YouTube determines the majority of its
moderation algorithmically to ensure that videos depicting controversial issues, harmful acts, or sexually suggestive content remain off the platform. As Alkhatib and
Bernstein1 point out, their algorithm was unable to detect
seemingly innocuous videos of children’s cartoons
(e.g., Peppa Pig) spliced with disturbing animated content
of torture and death—which can cause harm to viewers.
This same algorithm also demonetized LGBT-driven
channels due to incorrectly inferencing sex and gender,
including strategies for peer support and combating
stigma, with sexually suggestive content—which again,
can have direct impact on peoples’ livelihood. Such strategies that aimed to secure young persons’ wellbeing
directly impacted on other users’ state of safety by having
to pivot to other spaces. This link between bias and safety
shows that we must consider power and its relation to
bias when designing, developing, and deploying new
technologies: this allows us to ask questions not only on
what safety is, but also who is involved and has the
resources to challenge this state of unsafety?

If You Care About Security, You Should
Care About Safety
As these two examples show, the grand challenge of
safety that we propose with this article is particularly
important for the pervasive community because of
the potentially huge impacts that the technologies
built in this community have in ensuring or undoing
people’s postdigital safety. This term was introduced
by Coles-Kemp et al.,2 to highlight the importance of
realizing the “digital by default” fabric of contemporary
society; where a postdigital understanding presents
an environment that interweaves digital systems with
our everyday realities in a way where they become
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inseparable and enmeshed. For tech abuse and algorithmic harms, this entails that violence and harm can
easily spill into away-from-keyboard contexts; any
trauma experienced digitally has physical impacts
on our person in a multitude of ways. As such, we
must see safety as a postdigital phenomenon and
as responsible pervasive computing and security
researchers who work in such an environment, it is
imperative we: 1) take on a people-centered approach
to security in a postdigital world; and 2) that we need
to start these approaches from working with people
at the margins.
Returning to framing safety in a postdigital ecology,
we see it as an aspiration that must be considered
when designing novel or adapting existing technologies. Not only does the ecology approach allow us to
see connections beyond technologies, it also allows us
to look beyond techno-solutionism; as we wrote in a
recent toolkit that helps us center peoples’ safety in
data-intensive technologiese:
“We want to very strongly refute the thought that
if only we are able to design the right kind of
technology or the right kind of feature in our dataintensive systems that we are able to make
people entirely safe. Rather, we would argue that
this technology-centered approach to the abuse
of data and data-intensive systems to perpetrate
violence against individuals is in itself harmful.”
When we take social, and human, aspects of safety
rather than security into consideration, it is impossible
to “design out” all forms of harm in our digital systems
and create perfectly safe systems. Instead, appreciating
the difﬁculties of building safer technologies, and to
build in mechanisms to allow for conscious development and adaptation for when (rather than if) harm is
caused by or through our platforms. To help researchers
put into practice this genuine appreciation for the
potential (rather than erasure) of harm, we present three
tenets that we have produced through our research.
These represent what a feminist orientation to safety in
technology development could be before presenting
two useful concepts that pull together our thoughts
more precisely: trust and abusability.

FEMINIST ORIENTATION TO SAFETY

about or dismissed as “edge cases.” These are the
experiences of people who are marginalized, victimized, criminalized, or folded into traditional categories
of the user without critical thought about their unique
needs and requirements: women of color, sex workers,
incarcerated individuals, and victim survivors of intimate partner violence among others. The orientation
is also grounded in our centering of safety throughout
the design, development, and deployment of pervasive
technologies: how can we center safety in the development of new and the improvement of existing pervasive technologies? Ultimately, the centering of
these edge cases and safety must engage with
detailed contexts of use and other sociotechnical
aspects of pervasive technologies—throughout the
product life-cycle from conception to disposal.
We propose the following three assertions that can
put into practice our feminist orientation to safety.f
1) We must acknowledge and address existing
power structures.
2) We must see and understand wider ecologies in
which technologies, harm, and support sit, rather
than focusing only on the immediate incident.
3) We must be more process-oriented and less outcome-oriented.
If we put these three assertions into practice, we
must adapt our processes as we ﬁnd out more ways in
which the technology can be abused—which will ultimately be a continuous cycle of updating. We should
to release any technology that is known to be unsafe,
but rather restate that it is impossible to design out
harms that are caused by pervasive technologies. We
can instead put measures in place that reduce the
likelihood of this event, and that provide direct avenues for support and change when this happens.
Questions that then arise are: Who are we responsive
to in our adaptation of technologies throughout the
design cycle? What measures can we put in place to
ensure we are able to respond to issues as they arise?
When they arise, how can we make decisions that center the safety of those who are made most vulnerable
in society? At the same time, we should also appreciate that sociotechnical pervasive systems become
even more complex than they already are when we
start to take the safety of people seriously. Yet, sitting

Our feminist orientation to safety is grounded in the
centering of experiences that are usually written

e
see the Trust and Abusability Toolkit produced by the
authors and additional collaborators, which is available at
htt_ps://nrl.northumbria.ac.uk/id/eprint/47508/
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We provide further detail on these in the Trust and Abusability Toolkit we produced with additional collaborators, which
is available at htt_ps://nrl.northumbria.ac.uk/id/eprint/47508/
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with this discomfort and appreciating the process of
making mistakes is also vital to move forward.
What our feminist orientation teaches us, is that
the process of designing new systems or features, and
adapting our systems after they are in-the-world can
help us be more careful about what we design and the
harmful (unsafe) consequences our work can have. In
the following, we present two pragmatic concepts,
each including several implications for the design of
pervasive technologies, that allow us to put into practice this feminist orientation – both integral to understanding how people relate to technologies through
the corporations that create them (trust) and peoples’
knack to using them as novel tools to cause harm
(abusability). The ﬁrst: Designing genuinely trust-worthy technologies presents trust as a dynamic process
and how technologies can encourage us to examine
new questions about ourselves and our connections
with others around this topic. The second: Designing
with abusability draws on usability research to examine the notion of abusability, or the ability for technologies to be abused. We must consider this throughout
design and deployment processes, and should negotiate this with people who use our systems prior to and
after it has been deployed.

Designing Genuinely Trustworthy
Technologies
Trust, in simple terms, is the exposure of oneself to a
situation where the outcome is uncertain.3 As one of
the only certainties in life is further uncertainty, there
are few actions that might be performed where there
is not some element of trust to consider and examine.
This dynamic, contextual interpretation of trust,
makes it highly compatible for our investigation into
wider scrutiny around states of safety and unsafety as
it is highly contextual and impacted by things which
are unknown (unlike security that requires insight into
known threats). The harms that are caused by technologies, such as in our cases of intimate partner violence and algorithmic harms, necessitate some form
of rupture of trust between persons, institutions, and/
or systems.13 For instance, intimate partner violence is
so traumatizing because relationships necessitate the
risk of being exposed to negative consequences in
some way, frequently via technology, such as sharing
intimate details or images. Abuse is the taking advantage of this trust, complicating the relationship of the
victim-survivor to their own data, devices, and digital
practices. While the concept of trust is volatile, it may
be hard to achieve a positive result from a complete
absence of it,15 such as disengaging from genuinely
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supportive and caring systems due to the impact of
system trauma. Care, however, must be made in
ensuring that the reasons for increasing trust are out
of genuine concern for those harmed, rather than surreptitious rationales, such as improving public image,
platform growth, or harvesting user data. This critical
perspective toward trust is important so that our
attempts to resolve harm caused to vulnerable groups
are not harmful in themselves. As such, we offer the
following three considerations for how we may design
genuinely trustworthy technologies, or, to put it
another way, systems that are genuinely worthy of our
trust.
Designing for design friction: We recommend
developers consider enforcing design friction into
important interactions with technologies. While this is
not an entirely new concept, we see it as particularly
important in how it relates to responding to harms
and violence. Technologies can appear to reduce the
amount of unhelpful friction in our lives, yet this reduction reduces the time for “trust pause” that can happen in-person encounters and actions.g Helpful
questions, such as “Do I really trust this company to
resolve this concern?” are important to consider over
a longer period. In many ways, this may work counter
to the instantaneous response of technology; services
may demand an immediate response for them to
work, such as submitting a form or agreeing to the
terms and conditions of a site. However, digital technologies should be upfront about offering information
around uncertainties that users may have; such as
how their information should be used or how they may
respond to violence perpetrated on or via their
system.
Consider the dynamism of trust: Designers and
developers may need to appreciate the dynamism of
trust, particularly when someone has lost trust in digital technologies or systems that they expected to mitigate harm. Individuals who have been harmed by or
through technologies may be reluctant to re-engage
or use similar technologies in future. For instance,
someone who has experienced ﬁnancial inequality
due to being discriminated against via an algorithm
may be reluctant to reach out to credit services after
seeing these services as part of the problem.23 Trust is
dynamic and contextual, therefore depending on a
wide range of factors that may not be initially obvious
to the developers of a system. As such, trust in systems may necessitate structuring a gradual build up

g

htt_ps://www.i-cio.com/big-thinkers/rachel-botsman/item/
the-dynamic-nature-of-trust-in-the-digital-age
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over time; asking for a minimal amount of information
from the user until gradually building up a picture as
to how to best provide help. Systems that ask for too
much too soon, like human relationships, may be subject to the withdrawal of engagement by users.
Question the methods of trust: Finally, we recommend that developers question how someone may be
expected to trust in a digital system or service and
whether this is a reasonable request. While many services expect and even demand trust from its users
through use alone, under the assumption that it would
not be used if someone did not trust it, we posit this
as an incorrect assumption. It is important to acknowledge in digital service design that many users may
have no choice other than to use a digital technology
or service to resolve their concerns. For instance, submitting a complaint of harassing behavior through a
social media channel can communicate that the user,
to some level trusts the process to deliver a satisfactory response.19 However, the same social media platform (or the reporting process itself) can be a source
of trauma. Developers and designers may be encouraged to ﬁnd ways of innovating to provide alternative
means of providing help, and may consider ways to do
this outside branded spaces.
We offer these suggestions to surface tensions
surrounding digital technologies that cause users to
be unsafe and to critique the potential “solutions”
offered for mitigating these harms. These are by no
means the only matters to consider when designing or
deploying pervasive technologies that are worthy of
trust, particularly for technologies offered to those
who have experienced harm and may approach such
systems with a deep mistrust. Our postdigital world
has dramatically reduced the amount of time it takes
between thought and action; for positive results if the
matter is urgent, and negative where individuals may
be taken advantage of in a manner unlike in-person
situations. By taking pause to consider the facets of
trust in digital systems and services we stand a better
chance of offering technologies that succeed via careful consideration for the wellbeing of vulnerabilized or
at-risk users.

Designing With Abusability
Where product developers often focus on the positive
impact new technologies might have on the world,
information security practitioners often focus on the
negative: how a product or system might be compromised. However, as we have outlined earlier in this
article, information security places an intense focus
on how an external, malicious actor (or actors) may
6
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penetrate a system for sabotage or ﬁnancial gain, over
examining the complex privacy and security practices
inherent to social relationships. The concept of “abusability” offers a way expand the focus of traditional
approaches to security: abusability plays on the concept of usability to ask what kinds of uses should be
restricted rather than enabled in design.h Abusability
is deﬁned as the possibility that malicious actors
might hijack or weaponize a system for harmful activity; and we argue developers and designers have a
responsibility to anticipate and mitigate this.i The following section develops three implications for incorporating abusability at various stages of the product
development lifecycle.
Consider power dynamics: Rather than depicting
users of a system as interchangeable and well-meaning actors, designers must consider the inherent
power dynamics in societies structured by gender,
race, ability, age, and other hierarchies of difference
(Hill8). For example, smart home devices, such as locks
or cameras which have different account types for
“Owners” and “Guests” create a hierarchy of affordances, which can reinforce abusive dynamics in the context of family violence or coercive control.12,20
Although such hierarchies might be useful or desirable
for many users or potential consumers, designers
should consider the implications of implementing hierarchy into design, and endeavor to make such hierarchies clear and understandable to all users of a
potential device or system. Abusability is a reminder
that power will often be abused, or as the old feminist
slogan puts it “abuse of power comes as no surprise.”
Include safety concerns in threat modeling and testing: One practical way designers can incorporate abusability is by reconﬁguring design practices, such as
threat modeling and usability testing to include interpersonal harms such coercive control, bullying, or stalking.5
Threat modeling both in research and in industry practices should ask how might this product be abused for
harm?18,22 By drawing on existing social science and
human–computer interaction research on interpersonal
abuse, researchers can develop threat models that can
be used in industry product development. This is true
not just for the problems related to coercive control or
domestic violence, but also more broadly for other
forms of abuse or discrimination that are exacerbated
by technology, such as racism or xenophobia. Further
research on new forms of technology-enabled abuse, as

h
htt_ps://www.wired.com/story/abusability-testing-ashkansoltani/
i
htt_ps://aiblindspot.media.mit.edu/
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well as forms of abuse that have received less attention
(such as abuse of marginalized groups like migrants or
domestic workers, or intersectional abuse that combines racism and sexism or other forms of discrimination) is also critical. Researchers and practitioners
conducting usability testing can also develop abusability tests that include abuse scenarios akin to penetration testing, in which a malicious actor attempts to use
the product for harm.17 Results from such tests should
be fed back into product documentation or policies, or
in more serious cases, researcher and practitioners
should advocate for “refusal’’j: products with a high likelihood for abusability should be withdrawn or sent back
for rethinking and redesigning.
Develop responsive systems: Although abusability
is critical at the design stage (where it is preventative),
it is also important to address abuse once it has happened by developing responsive systems. At the most
basic level, this entails including blocking and abuse
reporting features on any platform or product, which
allows for interpersonal interaction. Abuse often
occurs on platforms where it is unexpected, as is demonstrated by the case of abusers sending $1 bank
transfers to send abusive messages.k Bank developers
(understandably) did not consider a use case in which
users may need to block others from sending them
money; while this may have been ﬂagged by incorporating abusability into threat modeling, it is also important to have prominent and accessible abuse
reporting features so problems can be ﬂagged as they
arise. Advocates we called for a relational dynamic
between technologists and support services, such as
domestic violence shelters and sexual violence
counseling, in which advocates are taken seriously
and compensated fairly in efforts to ﬂag problems and
develop support systems for those who have experienced technology-mediated abuse.
Such initiatives must also be careful of the pitfalls of
ethics-washing, i.e., a performative display of interest in
countering abuse without meaningful action and tokenism or seeking approval on an already developed project
from advocates or survivors without meaningfully consulting them. For example, a rising criticism against technology companies has resulted in a spate of Trust
and Safety or Responsible Innovation positions without

j
htt_ps://blogs.lse.ac.uk/businessreview/2019/06/22/
technologies-of-control-we-have-to-defend-our-right-ofrefusal/
k
htt_ps://www.sbs.com.au/news/people-are-using-1australian-bank-transfers-to-send-someone-an-abusivemessage/eab4d533-ac85-4f9f-8a6f-8cd71928070d
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TABLE 1. Abusability maturity model. Originally published in
Strohmayer et al.’s trust and abusability toolkit: https://nrl.
northumbria.ac.uk/id/eprint/47508/
Maturity level

Description

2: Actively
facilitating abuse1

Company designs and sells spyware
or covert monitoring devices, which
are easily used for abuse

1: Willful
ignorance

Company either ignores the problem
of technology abuse or addresses it
superﬁcially through:
 Ethics-washing: a performative
display of interest in countering
abuse without meaningful action
 Tokenism: seeking approval or a
“green stamp” on an already
developed project from advocates
or survivors without meaningfully
consulting them

0: Organisational
awareness

Key decision-makers in company
demonstrate an awareness of
technology abuse broadly (through
reading key resources) and how
technology abuse occurs in their
products and platforms speciﬁcally.
This includes research and active
reﬂection on questions like:
 What kinds of abuse occur on our
platforms, products, or devices?
 Who is disproportionately affected
by this kind of abuse?
 How does this abuse relate to
speciﬁc product features?

1: Taking action

Company has taken action to
mitigate and redress abuse on its
platform or using its products, for
example through:
 Including tech abuse in threat
modeling or abusability testing
 Understanding how measures
implemented to prevent abuse—
such as reporting features or
content moderation—can
themselves be abuse
 Incorporating abuse into content
moderation policies and features
(such as automated detection)
linked to abuse reporting function
 Offering options to survivors, such
as blocking perpetrators

2: Meaningful
engagement

Company actions to address abuse
incorporate abusability using
principles of “trauma-informed” or
“coercive control resistant” design.
Tech abuse survivors and advocates
are consulted at different stages of
product development, their input is
fairly compensated and their
feedback is taken seriously (in
contrast with level 1 where
advocates are only consulted after
product is developed).
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sufﬁcient mechanisms for those teams to have enough
power to actually shift design decisions. Both researchers and practitioners can draw on the principles of participatory action research and co-design to ensure
meaningful and respectful engagement with both survivors and advocates (see e.g., Kaur et al.21).
By considering power dynamics, incorporating safety
concerns into design and testing, and building responsive systems, both security researchers and practitioners
can reconﬁgure cybersecurity practices to center people’s safety in technology design. Cybersecurity concerns
have ﬂeshed out frameworks and industry standards for
veriﬁcation, monitoring, and certiﬁcation, such as the US
Department of Defense’s Cybersecurity Maturity Model
Certiﬁcation (CMMC).l There is ample work remaining to
develop frameworks and industry standards for evaluating the abusability of existing systems and the extent to
which developers account for abusability in design, but
in our trust and abusability toolkit, we start some of this
work. We propose a basic rubric for evaluating the maturity of abusability practices (see Table 1); this is a highlevel overview and not a full maturity model that would
be used in industry; however, such details should be
ﬂeshed out in the future.

1) centering the experiences of those who are usually
ignored as “edge cases”; 2) centering safety and unsafety throughout the design, development, and deployment lifecycles of pervasive technologies by engaging
deeply with “abusability” and “trust”; and 3) engaging
deeply with sociotechnical aspects that relate to pervasive technologies. In working through these three
aspects, we argue that technologists are able to fully
take into consideration holistic safety of people. What
we argue herein is not that we should “design out”
unsafety, but that we should actively engage with the
very real risk that the technologies we build can and
will be used for harm instead.
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